ACROSS

4. A _____ weed; harmful
7. DPI office in central Florida town, __ __
10. Joined Union 1845
11. The Asian Citrus Psyllid carries this disease, also known as huanglongbing
14. Types of this insect harm plants and fruit
16. Who checks protocol at nurseries, groves, garden centers,
17. Kills trees and plants
18. Division of Plant _____
19. Bug that can smell bad
20. Collection of beehives

DOWN

1. FSCA is comprised of 10 million ____
2. Young branches
3. A minute arachnid
5. Study of insects
8. Giant _____ land snail (GALS)
9. Biological _____ stops controls pests
12. Plants to sell are grown in a ______
13. A Honeybee is a good ______
15. Florida’s most famous agricultural industry
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